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We have built empiri al models of elementary-s hool students' behavior from analyzing student intera tion with a mathemati s
tutor with the obje tive of building tea hing poli ies for individually
di erent students. This model in orporates external information about
the student, namely ognitive development and gender. It also in orporates hint features, namely the degree of intera tivity and symbolism of
ea h hint given. We found that boys bene t better from non-intera tive
and low-intrusive hints, while girls bene t better from highly intera tive hints. We found that low symboli hints are more e e tive for low
ognitive ability students than highly symboli ones, and the opposite
happens for high ognitive ability students.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Plenty of resear h e ort has been devoted to nding optimal tea hing strategies
for all students while making tutoring de isions in ITS. For example, the PACT
algebra tutor has been evaluated with two alternative tea hing strategies. In an
experimental version of PACT students had to explain their reasoning in addition
to entering solutions to problems, while students in a ontrol version just entered
a numeri answer. The former version of PACT was found to be more e e tive
than the latter one [1℄. As an be seen, resear h on tea hing strategies has been
aimed at nding e e tive tea hing strategies for all students. However, there
is eviden e that some spe i tea hing strategies are only e e tive for spe i
groups of students. For example, [9℄ on luded that their ISIS inquiry-based
s ien e tutor was most e e tive for high aptitude students, and less e e tive for
low aptitude students.
We want to go beyond these single-tea hing-strategy ndings by looking at
strategies that are e e tive for individually di erent students. [8℄ proposes a
multiple-method approa h to individualization, whi h involves the design of alternate treatments that engage di erent groups of students through alternative

edu ational stimula. This is alled ma roadaptation, as opposed the usual miroadaptation that onsists of a generi and ne-grained kind of adaptivity that
depends on the student's progression in the tutor [12℄. The traditional mi roadaptation in an ITS generally onsists of a higher estimation of the student's
pro ien y as the person shows mastery of the topi s being tutored.
There has been some work on ma roadaptation in Tutoring Systems. In [11℄ a
battery of IQ questions was submitted at the beginning of the SMART tutoring
session and four di erent empiri al student models were derived whi h depended
on these IQ s ores. These student models provided a high predi tive value in
determining students' state of knowledge. However, there were no qualitatively
di erent treatments for these groups of students. We want to extend this work
in four aspe ts:
1. We want to ma roadapt our system to new populations of users. Our population of students is young hildren instead of adults;
2. Shute's pre-tests were pen il and paper while our pre-tests are omputerbased, shown at the beginning of the rst session, so that the data are ready
for the ITS to be used in tutoring de isions;
3. We are looking at other individual di eren es instead of IQ. We follow on the
ognitive abilities di eren es by giving ognitive development tests whi h we
onsider relevant for students of this age, and also extend it to in orporate
gender di eren es in learning;
4. The alternative treatments we propose are qualitatively di erent. We have
built hints that di er in two dimensions: formalism of the feedba k hints (low
symbolism vs. high symbolism), and intera tivity of hints (high intera tivity
vs. low intera tivity).
In this paper, we want to transmit two main ideas. The rst is that ma roadapting a tutoring system to individually di erent students in reases the e e tiveness of the tutoring system. The se ond is to show that the spe i partitioning
of students and hints that we have hosen is a valid and important one.
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Methodology

We hose to work in the ontext of a mathemati s ITS for elementary-s hool
hildren, whi h has proven to be an e e tive tutoring system. The methodology
that we use onsists of lassifying hints and students along two dimensions, to
then analyze the e e tiveness of types of hints against groups of students. This
se tion des ribes the ITS, the lassi ation of hints and students and how we
measured hint e e tiveness.

2.1 The domain
Animalwat h is an Intelligent Tutoring System that tea hes arithmeti to elementary s hool students. Animalwat h integrates mathemati s with the biologial s ien es. Spe i ally, math problems are designed to motivate students to use

mathemati s in the ontext of pra ti al problem solving, embedded in an narrative related to endangered spe ies. Animalwat h tea hes fra tions and whole
numbers at a 4th-6th grade level. It provides mathemati s instru tion for ea h
student based on a dynami ally updated probabilisti student model. Problems
are dynami ally generated based on inferen es about the student's knowledge,
progressing from simple one-digit whole-number addition problems to problems
that involve fra tions with di erent denominators.

2.2 Hints and student ategorizations
When a student has trouble solving a problem, Animalwat h initiates a tutoring
intera tion that helps the student work through the problem. We have built
multiple hints to aid on ea h topi , that were lassi ed along two dimensions.
Those dimensions are the degree of hint symbolism and intera tivity, whi h are
dis ussed in se tion 3.
We have hosen to ategorize students along two dimensions: gender and
ognitive development. Both these ategorizations and the reasons for sele ting
them are dis ussed in se tion 4. Gender is easy to diagnose, but ognitive development is not. We built a omputer-based Piagetian test to obtain estimates of
ognitive development. A detailed des ription of this test is given in [2℄.

2.3 Measuring hint e e tiveness: The experiment and data
pro essing
Within an Animalwat h tutoring session, ea h student goes through a su ession of problems. Whenever a wrong answer is entered, a hint is shown. Hints
progressively in rease the amount of information given. The rst hints provide
little information, but if the student keeps entering wrong answers, Animalwat h
gives hints that will ultimately guide the student through the whole problemsolving pro ess. Hints are given randomly along the two dimensions dis ussed
before, i.e. regardless of the intera tivity or symbolism level. Thus, if there were
four hints to be pi ked that ould be ategorized as: highly intera tive-highly
symboli , highly intera tive-low symboli , low intera tive-highly symboli , low
intera tive-low symboli , Animalwat h pi ks randomly one of these four hints.
We analyze how the number of mistakes the student has made hanges from
problem to problem after seeing a parti ular kind of hint. Suppose some student
gets a subtra tion problem. The student answers in orre tly and after a sequen e
of unsu essful hints and re-trials is nally given a hint of type Z. Immediately
after that, the student enters the orre t answer having made a total of X mistakes in this problem. The student then gets a new problem on subtra tion of
whole numbers. In this new problem, the student makes a total of Y mistakes.
We take the di eren e X-Y as a measure of the e e tiveness of hints of type Z,
whi h represents how the number of mistakes is redu ed after seeing a hint of
type Z (see gure 1).
We look for main and intera tion e e ts for gender, ognitive development,
hint intera tivity and hint symbolism in predi ting hint e e tiveness via an

Fig. 1.

A ase with X-Y di eren e of mistakes, whi h is our measure of hint e e tiveness

ANOVA. However, it is important to note that other variables ould a e t our
measure of hint e e tiveness. For example, a hint would have di erent e e ts depending on the diÆ ulty of the before-hint and after-hint problem. In addition,
our measure ould vary depending on the pro ien y of the student at the skill
when she saw the hint. The hint ould also produ e di erent e e ts depending
on the amount of information that it provides (whi h also implies that it would
be sele ted at a very spe i moment with respe t to other hints). We thus perform an analysis the varian e with these last variables as ovariates, in order to
a ount for their e e t.
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Categorization of hints

Hints were lassi ed along two dimensions: their degree of intera tivity and their
degree of symbolism. This se tion dis usses this partitioning.

Hint intera tivity. We ategorize ea h hint as being highly intera tive or low in-

tera tive. A synonym of highly intera tive hints is "learning-by-doing" hints and
a synonym for low intera tive hints is "learning-by-being-told" hints (see table
1). Both high and low intera tive hints provide plenty of information. However,
while a highly intera tive hint asks the student for numerous and various kinds
of input at ea h step (dragging and dropping, large amounts of textbox input,
et .), the low intera tive hints' intera tion involves at most pressing a button
to step through an animation, or entering one single number into a text box, or
just reading a message. Low intera tive hints are also less intrusive and faster to
go through, as they require less input from the student. Figure 2 gives examples
of high and low intera tive hints.

Hint symbolism. The se ond dimension is the level of numeri al symbolism that

ea h of the hints has. We found a way to explain ea h problem-solving pro ess
with two alternative hints: a highly numeri (highly symboli ) one and a onrete (low symboli ) one. Con rete hints involve the use of base-10 blo ks for
whole number problems and bars that an be partitioned for fra tion problems,
while highly symboli hints involve a more abstra t pro edure that involves dire t operations over numerals. We onsider operations over numerals as being
of a higher level of abstra tion be ause ea h numeral represents one or more
of the on rete obje ts that are manipulated in the on rete hints. Symboli
hints do not make a onne tion with real life obje ts, while on rete hints do.
Symboli hints provide students with powerful tools to rea h solutions that an

Fig. 2.

lassi ation of hints into four ategories

be generalized easily to problems with big numbers. Low symboli hints will be
referred as " on rete hints", while we will refer to highly symboli hints as just
"symboli hints" (see gure 2).
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Categorization of students

Students were lassi ed along two dimensions: their gender and their level of
ognitive development. This se tion dis usses this partitioning.

4.1 Cognitive development
It is known that 5th grade students are at an age of transition from handling
on rete to formal operations [10℄. It is known that although students develop
spe i ognitive abilities at an average age, not all students do it exa tly at the
same time [5℄. All this made us believe that we are very likely to be tutoring students that an handle di erent levels of abstra tion in our math domain although
they have the same age. We hypothesized that the on reteness or abstra tness
of the ITS's help system ould make a di eren e in how mu h they understood
and learned. We built a omputer-based ognitive development pre-test to diagnose students ognitive ability [2℄. This test evaluates students mastery of

on rete operations ( onservation, serializing, reversing, et .) and formal operations (proportions, experiment design, ombinatorial analysis) through a battery of omputer-based Piagetian tasks [13℄. In various previous experiments we
found that this measure was a good predi tor of mathemati s ability (R=0.513,
p<0.000).

4.2 Categorizing a ross gender
Extensive resear h makes us believe that so io- ultural fa tors an ontribute
to gender di eren es in learning when onsidering students of the age of our
population of students. Mu h resear h has shown that at the beginning in early
adoles en e, gender di eren es exist in math self on ept and math utility [6℄.
Some studies indi ate that girls experien es in the lassroom ontribute to their
lower interest and on den e in math learning by the middle s hool period [4℄.
Moreover, there is starting to be eviden e that girls and boys have di erent
approa hes to problem solving [7℄. In one of our Animalwat h trials in 1998, we
found that girls who were given a version of the tutor with highly intera tive
and information ri h hints performed better than in a version whi h had only
short messages as hints. Meanwhile, the omplete opposite happened for boys
(they preferred and did better in a version that only gave short messages with
s ar e information as hints) [3℄.
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Experiment and results

In spring of 1999, we experimented with Animalwat h and 60 fth grade students
from a rural area. Students were exposed to 3 one-hour sessions of Animalwat h
in the following way: At the beginning of the rst session, students went through
the ognitive pre-test, and then they started using Animalwat h.
Lu kily, girls and boys did not di er signi antly in our measure of ognitive development (two-tailed t-test, p<0.2), so we ould ompare girls and boys
without their ognitive ability being an intervening fa tor.
We gathered 5272 ases like the ones dis ussed in se tion 2.3. Ea h ase
represented a problem that a student ouldn't solve orre tly from the start,
whi h was nally solved immediately after seeing the hint whose e e tiveness
we are measuring.
As dis ussed in se tion 2.3, we analyzed the e e tiveness of di erent hints
for di erent students by using an ANOVA with four variables as ovariates: diÆulty of the before-hint problem, diÆ ulty of the after-hint problem, pro ien y
of the student when she saw the hint, and amount of information/order of sele tion of the hint. These four variables predi ted 64% of the varian e of our hint
e e tiveness measurement. The variable "amount-of-information/order-of-hintsele tion" was the best predi tor (F(1,5270)=3352, p<0.000), followed by the
diÆ ulty of the rst problem (F(1,5270)=27.66, p<0.000) and the diÆ ulty of
the se ond problem (F(1,5270)=22.68, p<0.000), and last by the pro ien y of
the student (F(1,5270)=15.41, p<0.000).

5.1 Gender main e e ts and intera tions
We performed a 2-way ANOVA for intera tivity and gender in predi ting di eren e of mistakes with the four ovariates dis ussed above, and found the following results. First, intera tivity by itself did not make a di eren e in predi ting
our hint e e tiveness measure (p<0.9). However, gender did by itself. It seems
that girls in general tended to improve more than boys did (F(1,5270)=21.81,
p<0.000). We also found an intera tion between hint intera tivity and gender
in predi ting hint e e tiveness (F(1,5270)=17.57, p<0.000). Figure 3.a shows
the predi tions of our model after a ounting for the four variables dis ussed in
previous se tions. It seems that boys tended to do a lot worse with highly intera tive hints, while girls did better with highly intera tive hints. We thus found
onsistent eviden e with our 1998 study: girls again seemed to bene t more from
highly intera tive hints, while boys didn't, this time regardless of the amount of
information provided.

a) E e ts for gender and degree of hint intera tivity (left) b) E e ts for ognitive
development and hint symbolism (right)

Fig. 3.

5.2

Cognitive development e e ts and intera tions

We analyzed the relationship between symbolism and our ognitive development
estimates. We performed a 2-way ANOVA for ognitive ability and hint symbolism in predi ting the di eren e of mistakes with the four ovariates. We found no
main e e t for hint symbolism alone. That is, the degree of hint symbolism was
not a signi ant predi tor of our hint e e tiveness measure (p<0.2). However,
ognitive ability was (F(1,5270)=37.35, p<0.000). This did not surprise us, as
we thought it was obvious that higher ognitive ability students ould in general
bene t more from any kind of help that we gave them. We also found an intera tion e e t between symbolism and ognitive ability (F(1,5270)=35.48, p<0.000).
Figure 3.b shows how both students with low and high ognitive ability do as
well with low symboli " on rete" hints, but high ognitive ability students do

better with highly symboli hints while low ognitive ability students do worse
with highly symboli hints.

5.3

Three way intera tion e e ts

Fig. 4.

3-way intera tion e e ts for intera tivity, gender and ognitive ability

Analyzing three-way intera tion e e ts helped us predi t 10% more of the
remaining unpredi ted varian e. We found that students of high ognitive ability
get ex ellent results when the high symbolism of a hint is aided by a high intera tivity than when it is not. Meanwhile, students of low ognitive ability annot
get to those levels of e e tiveness when they are given the same intera tive and
symboli ondition (F(2,5269)=5.59, p<0.018, see gure 4 ).
We also found 3-way intera tion e e ts when taking into a ount both gender
and ognitive ability with respe t to hint symbolism.

Fig. 5.

3-way intera tion e e ts for symbolism, gender and ognitive ability

In these last graphs we an see how girls behave a ording to the behavior
that we expe ted. Low ognitive ability girls do better with low symboli hints
and the opposite happens for high ognitive ability girls (F(2,5269)=10, p<0.002,
see gure 5). Meanwhile, the degree of symbolism doesn't seem to a e t boys
at all ompared to girls. One possible explanation is that maybe girls and boys
have di erent goals while using the system. We are assuming that everyone is
trying to minimize the number of errors when they get a problem. This way, if
a hint were helpful, students would make fewer mistakes in the following similar
problem. However, this doesn't ne essarily happen if students don't have that
obje tive in mind. Boys might be an instan e of su h a ase. This is an issue
that we want to investigate in future trials.
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Summary and on lusions

In this paper, we have extended the idea of trying to nd a orresponden e
between student types and tea hing strategies, expressed as variations of hint
features. In this parti ular ase, we onsidered two spe i individual di eren es
and two hint lassi ations: gender and ognitive di eren es in the exposure to
hints that di ered in degrees of symbolism and intera tivity.
We build on the philosophy that empiri al data is a good sour e for nding
tea hing strategies. We introdu ed a on ept of hint e e tiveness measured by
the de rease of mistakes from one problem to another one after seeing a spe i
hint type. We found intera tions between ognitive development and symbolism that suggest low symboli hints are more e e tive for low ognitive ability
students than highly symboli ones, and vi eversa for high ognitive ability students. We found intera tions between gender and hint intera tivity whi h suggest
boys do better with low intera tive / low intrusive hints, and that the opposite
happens for girls. We also found more sophisti ated intera tions that involved
gender and ognitive abilities mixed together: Boys didnt seem to be very mu h
a e ted by the degree of symbolism of a hint while girls did. We on lude that
when these rules are applied to a tutoring system, its e e tiveness should be
higher.
We are aware that adaptation implies an exponentially bigger e ort than
non-adaptation. The more individual di eren es and hint features we take into
a ount, the exponentially more variations of hints we may need to generate.
This ould make our tutoring system exponentially larger. However, we also
think there are variables that are best di erentiators of students' behavior and
needs. Those are the variables that we are looking for, whi h represent important
trends of behavior. Moreover, this type of resear h has two main onsequen es.
It has the des riptive e e t of understanding students' thinking better, and the
pres riptive e e t of deriving su essful tea hing methods 1 .
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